GARMENT APPROVAL CERTIFICATE
COMPANY NAME: HANNA I SLAWOMIR NOWAK S.C.
BRAND: HANNA STYLE
YOUR SAMPLE Nr.: LASER CUT SLIMMING BOXER 03-68
FABRIC REFERENCE APPROVAL NUMBER: F111
GARMENT DESCRIPTION: SLIMMING BOXER
Nurel S.A., hereby states that garment referenced as LASER CUT SLIMMING BOXER
03-68 is approved for NOVAREL SLIM, branding.
This garment meets Nurel’s certification standards.
Nurel S.A authorizes HANNA I SLAWOMIR NOWAK S.C to use NOVAREL SLIM® brand
to promote marketing actions for the garment referenced LASER CUT SLIMMING BOXER
03-68
HANNA I SLAWOMIR NOWAK S.C compromises to the fair use of NOVAREL SLIM®
brand.

An Independent laboratory* after 8 hours a day during 28 days of use of a garment
made of Novarel Slim stated:
According to a consumer sensorial test carried out:
63% users state reduction on the orange peel aspect
67% feel their jeans less tight
72% users feel lightness sensation

Clinical test carried out on an independent laboratory stated:
76% Sliming Efficacy
Up to 2 cm reduction on thighs perimeter
65% efficacy reduction of fat nodes. Redensifying effect
Active ingredients content on the fabric is enough to provide these benefits.
The active principles content on the fabric is guaranteed after 100 washes*
*Certificates are available upon request

Garment Certification Number:

G205
Novarel Slim® is a trademark or Nurel, S.A.

Date:06/03/2012
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RULES FOR USE OF NUREL TRADEMARKS

1. BE DISTINCTIVE. Make the trademark distinctive from the surrounding text each and
every time. Use ALL CAPS. Optional distinctive type styles are bold, italicize or color for
the entire trademark. However, the generic should not be made distinctive; for example,
keep the generic in lower case such as NOVAREL SLIM® fiber.
2. SHOW REGISTRATION STATUS. All our trademarks are registered, so please show
the proper registration status each and every time the trademark appears by using the
symbol ®.
3. A TRADEMARK IS AN ADJECTIVE. Trademarks are adjectives and must modify the
correct generic term for the product, eg., correct use: clothing with NOVAREL SLIM®
fiber. Trademarks are not nouns, verbs or adverbs, and should never be used in that
manner, eg., incorrect use: NOVAREL SLIM® clothing.
4. DO NOT CHANGE THE TRADEMARK. The Trademark must be used only in the exact
form in which it is registered. Therefore, do not use a trademark in the possessive form
or hyphenate, separate or split a trademark even if at the end of a line of text - and do
not make a trademark plural.
5. LOGO. If you require to use any of our logos please contact us.

